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Lara*, 7, her brother Adam*,10, and
mother, Maryam*:

Interview, GVs
and photos

Lara*, 7, lives in a displacement
camp in Idlib with her eight siblings
as the family was forced to flee their
home three years ago because of
shelling. When Lara* was told that
she was leaving their home she put
her toys in a bag and carried them
with her during their displacement
journey. She decided to never open
the bag of toys until the family
would be back home.

IMAGE+ STRONG QUOTE

Content link
here

“I wish to live in any country other than
Syria, where it's safe and there are schools
and toys. It's not safe here, the sound of
dogs scare me and the tent is not safe.”

NW Syria
Ziad*, 10, his brother Fadi*, 12, and
grandfather, Ahmed*:
Ziad*, and his four siblings are from
rural Aleppo and they were
displaced when their village was
bombed and Ziad* was out of
school for a year. During the
escalation of violence, the family
would sometimes shelter in a cave.
Their economic situation became
worse so Ziad* give up on his
education and started working as a
floor polisher for which he earned
around $3 per week. The children's
father travelled to Libya and the
family hasn't heard from him since.
Ziad* and his brother Fadi*, were
registered back into school by Save
the Children's partners.
Yousef*, 13 and his mother Layla*,
43:

Interview, GVs
and photos
Content link
here

"If we lived outside Syria the situation
would be better. We would have electricity
and everything else. We would not have
shelling and we would find safety and there
would be schools and toys."

Interview, GVs
and photos

NE Syria
Yousef*, 13, lost his father, his
older brother and his baby twin
sisters in the conflict. The family
used to live in the Aleppo
countryside but are now living in a
displacement camp in North East
Syria. His mother Layla* was also
diagnosed with cancer and Yousef*
is terrified of being separated from
her. In the photo he holds the shoes
of his late older brother.

Content link
here
“In ten years of war I lost my father and
siblings and my education.”
“I hope to live in Europe because there is
no shelling or fighting jets nor conflict
there.”

Nour*, 12

NE Syria

Nour* is from Aleppo but she and
her family were displaced many
times during the conflict. Her father
joined an armed group and was later
arrested. They now live in Al Hol
camp. Nour* was out of school for
several years and when she arrived
at the camp she could not read or
write. She now attends a Save the
Children's school in the camp.

Interview, GVs
and photos
Content link
here

“A plane started dropping papers on us
threatening to get out or whoever would
stay would get bombed. So we got out and
we fled.”
“War made me reach the age of 11 without
knowing how to read or write.”

Khansaa, 30,
Khansaa was herself displaced to Al
Hol Camp four years ago. She is
now a Save the Children's
Education Facilitator in the camp
and teaches Nour*.

1x interview
and GVs
Content link
here

“The children’s situation is tragic but when
we provide them psychosocial support and
support them, they get better.”

Syria GVs
2013-2021

General shots of the destruction and
displacement in Syria between
2013-2021 in areas that Save the
Children worked in at that time.
In this folder are also links to
powerful media footage collected
over the years.

1x GVs
2013-2021
1x Areal shots
2016-2021
Content link
here

Nada* and her mother, Hala*, 39:
Lebanon
(follow up)

Nada*, 17, was born in Syria with a
disability that affected her nervous
system and cognitive development.
Nada* and her family fled from Syria to
Lebanon in 2012. They now live in
Akkar, Lebanon.
Save the Children first met Nada* in
2017 and gathered content (see
links). The vlogs, four years later, are
produced by Nada* and her mother.
They talk about how COVID- 19 has
impacted them and made their situation
even more limiting. They don’t want to
return to Syria and at the same time
their quality of life is Lebanon is
terrible.

2021 video
logs and
photos
link here

2017 content
link here

"I don’t want to go back and live in Syria
again. I don’t want to stay in Lebanon
either. No matter where I go, if we go to
school, they bully us and tell us they don’t
want us."

Kubra*,13, and her father Hassan*, 48:
Turkey

Kubra*, her father and siblings fled
from Syria to Turkey eight years ago
because of the conflict. Kubra*s mother
was killed in an explosion when Kubra*
was just one year old. They fled Aleppo
to live in a camp for displaced families
bordering Turkey until they were able to
cross into Turkey. However, on the
journey one of her brothers, who was
eight at the time, was killed in an
attack. Kubra* says she does not
remember much about her life in Syria.
All she wants is to start studying again.

Video
interview
and photos
Link here
“Now for example, I don’t know anything
about Syria, I don’t know anything about
the town in Syria we are from. I wish I
could get an education to continue
studying, God willing. If I can’t study
here, then I wish to travel to another
country so I can study." Kubra*
“It’s impossible to go back to Syria at the
moment. If there is no security I can’t go
back, because I lost my wife, I lost my
house, I lost my son in Syria.” Hassan*

Amina*, 14:
Netherlands
Amina* remembers how the conflict in
Syria turned their lives upside down.
Her mother was arrested for helping the
poor and displaced and her friends were
killed in an airstrike on her school. First
the family fled to Turkey on foot where
they stayed for six months and later they
made it to Greece and then the
Netherlands where they now live.
Amina* says she feels very at home in

Video
interview
and photos
Link here

“My school was bombed. A lot of people
got injured, my best friend died at that
time.”

“10 years of war in Syria drains me
mentally.”

the Netherlands and she took part in the
Survey for Save the Children’s report.

About life in the Netherlands: “I just feel
myself and at home here.”

2x Social videos on key findings of
survey
(Embargoed)

Master and
Clean
versions

1x Social video on Ziad*s case study
(Embargoed)

Link here

1x Trailer (Immediate release)

